
 
Local Rules  

 
Hole 1 – internal boundary between hole 1 and 12.  
Path alongside teeing area hole 14 and sleepers are i.o.. Dropping zone in use. 
Hole 2 - entire right side is o.b.. 
Hole 3 - entire right side is o.b. 
Bridge towards hole 4 is in Penalty Area. Part of bridge next to green not in Penalty Area, sleepers in the ground 
and concrete lawn grid are immovable obstructions and relief may be taken. 
Hole 4 - right and left sides and area to rear of green are o.b.. Shelter is i.o.. 
Hole 5 - entire right side is o.b. 
Bridge is in Penalty Area. Bell support is i.o. 
Hole 6 - Bridge near back tee box is in Penalty Area.   
Hole 7 - entire right side bordering public road and rear of green are o.b. 
Hole 8 – grass nursery is G.U.R..Relief MUST be taken. Dropping zone in use. 
Hole 11 - right and left side, as well as rear of green are o.b.. 
Stone wall behind teeing area of hole 2 is i.o. 
Hole 12 - entire left side is o.b.. White stakes between hole 12 and hole 1 are i.o. and may not be moved. Right 
side, from gravel path to rear of green is o.b.. Starter house is i.o. 
Net left of green is in bounds and i.o. Dropping zone in use. 
Hole 13 (played as par 3) - entire left side bordering public road is o.b. A ball coming to rest on general area of 
hole 12 is o.b.. 
Hole 13 (played as par 4) - entire right side and rear of green are o.b.. A ball coming to rest on general area of 
hole 12 is o.b.. 
Hole 14 - entire right side and rear of green are o.b. Gates are part of fence and may not be moved. If ball comes 
to rest on path, relief may be taken under 16.1b. 
Hole 15 - left side, from gravel path to rear of green is o.b.. Wall behind green is o.b. 
Hole 16 – construction next to par 3 course and landscaped area surrounding it are in GUR.  
Area to rear of green is o.b.   
Hole 17 - entire right side is o.b.. Bell support near driving range is i.o. 
Hole 18 - left side, entire right side and area to rear of green are o.b. 
Artificially surfaced path to right of general area is i.o. 
Wall and path to left of green are o.b. Flagpole and floodlights are i.o. 
Net behind green is in bounds and is i.o. Dropping zone in use. 
Large rocks behind the green that are in bounds are i.o. Relief may be taken under 16.1b.  
 
Bunkers - water damage (erosion) may be treated as temporary water in bunker 
 

Out of Bounds (o.b.) - includes all areas as outlined plus all areas beyond natural and artificial boundaries of the 
course. The inside edge of a wall or fence defines the boundary.  
A ball which crosses a white line defined as internal o.b. and comes to rest beyond that line is o.b. even though 
it may lie on another part of the course. 
 

Immovable obstructions (i.o.) are all artificial objects such as sprinkler heads, staked/wired trees, stiles, 
irrigation and drainage fixtures, pebble-filled drainage ditches, irrigation controls, benches, halfway house, as 
well as all concrete or artificial paths in the general area. 
 

Penalty Areas are marked by red stakes.      All distances are measured to front of green.  

Speed of Play - maximum allowed time for playing stipulated round in a fourball is 4 hours 20 minutes.  

It is recommended that you take no longer than 40 seconds to make a stroke. 
Ready Golf is encouraged when players agree to do so for convenience or to save time, provided this can be 
done in a safe and responsible way, without interference or distraction for the player and no advantage 
over others is gained. 

 


